For anyone considering ordering from us, which would require
shipping, please read on…
*** We just wanted to advise everyone, with regard on how we ship
out orders from our Nursery.
*** We ship throughout the USA all season long, through
September 30th; we use that cutoff date because we want our
customers to give their plants ample time to root in through the
Fall, in preparation for Winter. We do make the occasional
exception for special requests going to consistently warm regions,
but ordinarily it give us time to start winding down, and allows us
to complete Fall plantings ourselves.
*** Although we do ship domestically everywhere, some counties
have specific restrictions on plants imported to their area. We are
inspected yearly by our state agricultural department, and our
plants are cleared to ship to all locales, but if you have any
concerns, contact your local DEC before ordering.
*** If you are looking to enjoy all the bloom your daylily can
provide, then ordering earlier is better. By Mid-June we will have
scapes maturing on most of what we grow, with the exception of
later blooming cultivars. In past years we would make every
attempt to ship plants with intact scapes, so that customer would
have the full enjoyment of that plant during the season.
Unfortunately with new shipping rates, it is no longer cost effective
to allow for that option, although we do continue to provide an

ample amount of foliage with your plants, which allows for a
quicker transplant recovery time.
*** We normally ship on Monday’s & Tuesday’s, which allows for any
shipping delays, as we want customer’s orders arriving within that
week. In most cases, orders are dug in the morning, and shipped
that same afternoon; this allows for our customers to receive
plants with the least amount of stress from shipping and
transplanting.
*** After we ship your package, we email you with a confirmation,
and a link for you to track your package. For the most part we
use USPS for shipping, as they provide the lowest costs, and we
have a location about 2 miles away.
*** Shipping costs are continually rising, and we do our best to
provide a formula which is fair to everyone, and allows us to
recover our costs involved with shipping plants; we continually
explore methods to control those costs.
*** We utilize first step recycling, which means we reuse boxes,
packaging, and paper for shipping our orders. We continually save
and repurpose boxes we receive goods in, which are appropriate
for shipping plants and other goods we sell; however in some cases
we do use new specially packaging for items like ceramic mugs and
stickers, but often those are made from recycled paper as well.
*** Please contact us if you have any questions, or if anything in
this post needs better explanation.

